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ABSTRACT

Despite the persistent effort by law enforcement, illicit drug traf-

ficking in darknet markets has shown great resilience with new

markets rapidly appearing after old ones being shut down. In order

to more effectively detect, disrupt and dismantle illicit drug trades,

there’s an imminent need to gain a deeper understanding toward

the operations and dynamics of illicit drug trading activities. To

address this challenge, in this paper, we design and develop an

intelligent system (named dSytle-GAN ) to automate the analysis for

drug identification in darknet markets, by considering both content-

based and style-aware information. To determine whether a given

pair of posted drugs are the same or not, in dStyle-GAN, based on

the large-scale data collected from darknet markets, we first present

an attributed heterogeneous information network (AHIN) to depict

drugs, vendors, texts and writing styles, photos and photography

styles, and the rich relations among them; and then we propose

a novel generative adversarial network (GAN) based model over

AHIN to capture the underlying distribution of posted drugs’ writ-

ing and photography styles to learn robust representations of drugs

for their identifications. Unlike existing approaches, our proposed

GAN-based model jointly considers the heterogeneity of network

and relatedness over drugs formulated by domain-specific meta-

paths for robust node (i.e., drug) representation learning. To the

best of our knowledge, the proposed dStyle-GAN represents the first

principled GAN-based solution over graphs to simultaneously consider

writing and photography styles as well as their latent distributions for

node representation learning. Extensive experimental results based

on large-scale datasets collected from six darknet markets and the

obtained ground-truth demonstrate that dStyle-GAN outperforms

the state-of-the-art methods. Based on the identified drug pairs

in the wild by dStyle-GAN, we perform further analysis to gain

deeper insights into the dynamics and evolution of illicit drug trad-

ing activities in darknet markets, whose findings may facilitate law

enforcement for proactive interventions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The market of illicit drugs (e.g., heroin, synthetic opioids such as

Fentanyl) is considerably lucrative - e.g., the estimated revenue of

drug traffic from Mexico alone coming across to the United States

reached about $500 billion in 2018 [3]. Driven by the remarkable

profits, the crime of drug trafficking (a.k.a. illicit drug trading) has

never stopped but co-evolved with the advance of modern tech-

nologies [22, 32]. Darknet, as a hidden part of the Internet, exploits

advanced encryption techniques to protect the anonymity of its

users. The markets hosted in the darknet are built on The Onion

Router (TOR) service (which can be used to hide the IP address),

the escrow system, the encrypted communication tools like Pretty

Good Privacy (PGP), and the virtually untraceable cryptocurrency

(e.g., bitcoin), which have greatly facilitating large-scale anony-

mous transactions [12]. Figure 1.(a) illustrates a typical transaction

process in darknet markets. Due to its anonymity, there has been a

dramatic growth of underground drug markets hosted in the dark-

net (e.g., Silk Road 3, Empire Market) known as łeBay of drugsž or

łAmazon of drugsž. Illegal trading of drugs in these markets has

turned into a serious global concern because of its catastrophic

consequences on society - from unimaginable violent crimes [31]

to public health (e.g., hundreds of thousands of overdose fatalities)

[35]. Despite persistent effort by law enforcement agencies across

many countries [43], due to considerable profits, activities of illicit

drug trafficking in darknet markets are nimble and resilient [45] -

e.g., following the shutdown of a large darknet market - DreamMar-

ket - in May 2019, a dozen more have emerged and remained active

(e.g., Dark Market [2], BitBazaar Market [1], Monopoly Market[4]).
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Figure 1: Showcase of illicit drug trafficking in darknet market.

To combat the evolving cybercrimes of online drug trafficking,

there’s an imminent need to gain deep insights into the dynam-

ics and operations of illicit activities in underground markets and

thus enable law enforcement for proactive interventions. To ad-

dress this challenge, there have been many research efforts on the

investigation of illicit drug trafficking in darknet markets, which

mainly can be categorized into two fields: i) drug trafficker iden-

tification and trafficking network investigation [11, 28, 47, 51]; ii)

understanding dynamics and evolution of illicit drugs [8, 14, 16, 44].

In this work, we focus on the second one, since the identification

and analysis of illicit drugs can not only provide valuable insights

to profile drug traffickers but also facilitate market scale estimation

and trend prediction. More specifically, linking different posts to

the same drugs is of great importance for the analysis and tracking

dynamics of illicit drugs traded in the markets. In other words,

given a pair of posted drugs, it’s desired to determine if they are the

same or not; we define this problem as drug identification problem

throughout the paper. However, performing the analysis based on

the large-scale posts for drug identification is a challenging task

due to the evolving dynamics in darknet markets. For example, as

shown in Figure 1.(b): a drug posted by the vendor with user name

of łDa**pž in Empire Market can be with different formats (e.g.,

different photos, different text descriptions) in another market (e.g.,

Silk Road 3); while a drug can also be posted by different vendors in

different markets with different specifications (e.g., Vendor-4 in Silk

Road 1 and Vendor-5 in Silk Road 2). Given the growing scale of

darknet markets and the large number of posted drugs, it is simply

impossible to manually link suspicious posts to check if they relate

to the same drugs, which calls for novel methodologies to automate

the analysis for drug identification.

To automate the analysis for drug identification, we first perform

further investigation in darknet markets and find that: although

a vendor may post the same drug with different text descriptions

and photos across-market, as illustrated in Figure 1.(b) and (c), the

writing styles (e.g., the vendor of łDa**pž prefers using special

characters between paragraphs when describing his posted drug of

MDMA - a psychoactive drug commonly known as ecstasy or molly

that is primarily used for recreational purposes) and photography

styles (e.g., the ways to display particular drugs by Vendor-1 to

Vendor-3) of these posts could be very similar. Note that a drug

posted by different vendors (e.g., Vendor-4 and Vendor-5) may also

share similar photography styles (e.g., a vendor may repost another

vendor’s posted drug with modified specification). Such observa-

tions inspire us that, besides posted contents (i.e., texts and photos),

both writing and photography styles can provide valuable informa-

tion to fingerprint the same drugs posted in different markets. How

to develop an integrated framework to leverage both post contents

(including texts and photos) and their styles (including writing and

photography styles) in an appropriate way for drug identification in

darknet markets?

To solve the above problem, in this paper, we propose and de-

velop an intelligent system - i.e., named dSytle-GAN (as shown in

Figure 2) - to automate the analysis for drug identification in dark-

net markets by considering both content-based and style-aware

information. In dStyle-GAN, given a pair of posted drugs, to deter-

mine whether they are the same or not, we not only analyze their

contents (i.e., including posted texts and photos) but also consider
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Figure 2: Framework of dSytle-GAN. In dSytle-GAN, (a) we first collect large-scale data from different markets; (b) after feature

extraction, we construct an AHIN to model drugs, vendors, texts and writing styles, photos and photography styles, and the

relations among them in a comprehensive manner; (c) based on the AHIN, we devise a novel GAN-based model to learn robust

node (i.e., drug) representations, (d) which are fed to a classifier to predict if a given pair of posted drugs are the same or not.

their writing and photography styles as well as other supporting

attributes (i.e., drug and vendor information) and various kinds of

relations. To depict drugs, vendors, texts and writing styles, photos

and photography styles, and the rich relations among them, we

present an attributed heterogeneous information network (AHIN)

[30] capable of comprising different types of entities and relations

for abstract representation; and then we design domain-specific

meta-paths [40] to formulate relatedness over drugs in different

views. Afterwards, guided by the designed meta-paths, we map

the AHIN to a multi-view network, where each edge encodes style-

aware information between a pair of nodes (i.e., drugs). To learn

robust node (i.e., drug) representations in the generated multi-view

network, we propose a novel generative adversarial network (GAN)

based model to capture the underlying distributions of posted drugs’

writing and/or photography styles while assuring two drugs with

similar styles could be more closely related (and vice versa) through

the minmax game. Finally, the learned drug representations will

be fed to train a classification model for the prediction if a given

pair of posted drugs are the same or not. To the best of our knowl-

edge, our proposed dStyle-GAN represents the first principled

GAN-based solution over graph to simultaneously consider

both writing and photography styles as well as their latent

distributions, which is successfully applied for drug identification

in darknet markets. The major contributions of our work in this

paper are summarized below.

• We present AHIN to model the complex relations within the ecosys-

tem in darknet markets for abstract representation. To formulate

drugs, vendors, texts and writing styles, photos and photography

styles, and the rich relations among them, we present a novel

AHIN to model them. Guided by domain-specific meta-paths, we

then map the AHIN to a multi-view network where each edge

encodes the relatedness over drugs in a view of posted drugs’

ownership, writing or photography style. Such abstract repre-

sentation enables comprehensive characterization of implicit

relations among drugs within the complex ecosystem.

• We propose a novel adversarial model for drug representation learn-

ing. Based on the generatedmulti-view network, how to learn the

robust node (i.e., drug) representations that can capture the latent

distributions of posted drugs’ writing and/or photography styles

while satisfying smoothness constraint (i.e., the learned embed-

dings of two posted drugs that are with similar styles should

be more closely related)? To solve this problem, we propose an

innovative GAN-based framework for drug representation learn-

ing: given any node in the network, the generator G aims to

incorporate style-based information and the latent distribution

to produce a synthetic node; while the discriminator D competes

against the generator to assure smoothness constraint.

• We develop an integrated framework to automate the analysis for

drug identification in darknet markets. Based on the large-scale

data collected from six darknet markets, promising experimental

results demonstrate the effectiveness of our developed system

dSytle-GAN for drug identification in darknet markets, by com-

parisons with state of the arts. The system dSytle-GAN also

enables new insights into the dynamics and evolution of illicit

drugs in darknet markets, which could facilitate law enforcement

for proactive intervention.

The remainder of the paper is organized as followings: Section 2

presents our proposed method in detail. Section 3 comprehensively

evaluates the performance of our developed system dStyle-GAN

integrating our proposed method, and Section 4 provides deep

analysis based on the identified drug pairs by dStyle-GAN. Section

5 discusses the related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2 PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we present our proposed method integrated in

dSytle-GAN for drug identification in darknet markets in detail.

2.1 Feature Extraction

To identify if a given pair of posted drugs are the same or not, we

first develop a set of crawling tools to collect user (i.e., vendor) pro-

files, texts and photos related to posted drugs from darknet markets.

Based on the collected data, to comprehensively characterize the

posted drugs, we further consider their writing and photography
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styles as well as rich relations within the complex ecosystem. We

describe how we extract and represent different features below.

Content-based attributes. (1) For each posted drug, we consider

following contents for its representation: we first extract its text

content (e.g., title, drug description, obligations and terms) and ap-

ply doc2vec [29] to convert the text content of variant size into a

fixed-length feature vector (empirically we set the dimension to

100). We also extract its posted photo(s) and exploit a pre-train VGG-

19 model [37] with convolutional blocks before softmax layer [13]

to obtain its 100-dimensional embedding. As additional attributes of

a drug can provide supplementary information for fingerprinting,

we further extract a posted drug’s category, escrow, shipping (i.e.,

from where and to where) and price information, which are con-

verted to a binary feature vector by one-hot encoding [50]. (2) Since

vendors’ information can also provide complementary knowledge

to depict drugs in resolving their identities, for each vendor, we

extract its profile for representation including username, PGP key

and contact information when applicable. Note that, for username,

we first apply standard string matching techniques to measure the

similarity of two usernames; if their similarity is greater than a

user-specific threshold, we regard these two usernames as the same

(e.g., łBF***Tomž and łBF***T0mž). These extracted attributes will

also be converted to a binary feature vector using one-hot encod-

ing. Finally, we concatenate the above drug related contents (i.e.,

text, photo and supplementary information) and its extracted ven-

dor attributes to produce a composite content-based feature vector

(denoted as <a>) for each drug.

Writing styles. Content-free writing style was originally designed

for estimating user reputations in social media [38]; in this work,

we propose to adapt them for resolving identities of drugs. Here we

extract multi-scale writing styles from posted texts at three levels:

lexical, syntactic, and structural. (1) Lexical style. We divide lexical

style into two levels, character-level and word-level, to capture

the lexical traits of product description. At the character-level, we

extract the frequency of characters and total number of characters.

At the word-level, we extract total number of words in a post,

frequency of short words, frequency of characters in words, average

word length, average sentence length, frequency of emoticons, and

Hapax/vocabulary richness related to Zipf’s law [53]. (2) Syntactic

style. It characterizes the writing style of a post at the sentence-level.

We consider frequency of punctuation, frequency of function words

(e.g., when, because, about), frequency of stop words, and total

number of sentences beginning with a capital letter. (3) Structural

style. It represent the layout of a post (i.e, how it’s organized).

We exploit total number of sentences, whether there are URLs,

whether there are separators between paragraphs, and whether

there are special characters between paragraphs. After that we

perform normalization to convert continuous values into discrete

counterparts for writing style representations.

Photography styles. To demonstrate the possession of a specific

drug in darknet markets, as shown in Figure 1.(c), its vendor may

use a distinct photography style. We extract both low-level and

high-level features of photos to capture the key characteristics

uniquely representing the posted drugs. Low-level style refers to the

information that can be directly obtained from a photo’s exchange-

able image file format data, which includes camera make and model,

camera angle, exposure time, focal length, and image size. High-

level style is extracted from the photo’s original content including

contrast, colorfulness, and exposure of light that are extracted in the

HSV (hue, saturation, value) space [26]. Similar as writing styles,

we also perform normalization to convert continuous values into

discrete counterparts for photography style representations. Note

that if a given photo’s above information (e.g., photo metadata) is

not available, we will zero-pad the features.

Relation-based features. Additionally, we further consider and

extract the rich relations among different entities (i.e., drugs, ven-

dors, texts and writing styles, photos and photography styles): (1)

R1: the vendor-sell-drug relation indicates whether a vendor sells

a drug; (2) R2: the text-describe-drug relation denotes if a text de-

scribes a drug; (3) R3: the photo-characterize-drug relation indicates

if a photo characterizes a drug; (4) R4: the text-have-WritingStyle de-

notes whether a posted text of a drug has a specific writing style; (5)

R5: the photo-contain-PhotographyStyle relation depicts if a posted

photo of a drug contains a specific photography style.

2.2 AHIN Construction

Based on the above extracted features, in order to depict drugs,

vendors, texts and writing styles, photos and photography style as

well as the rich relations among them (i.e., R1-R5), it is important

to model them in a proper way so that different relations among

different types of entities can be better and more easily handled.

To solve this problem, we introduce AHIN to model them, which is

able to be composed of different types of entities and relations.

Figure 3: Network schema and Meta-paths for AHIN.

Definition 1. Attributed Heterogeneous Information Net-

work (AHIN) [30]. Let T = {T1, ...,Tm } denotem entity types. For

each type Ti , let Xi be the set of entities of type Ti and Ai be the

set of attributes defined for entities of type Ti . An entity x j of type

Ti is associated with an attribute vector fj = (fj1, fj2, ..., fj |Ai |). An

AHIN is defined as a graph G = (V, E,A) with an entity type map-

ping ϕ: V → T and a relation type mapping ψ : E → R, where

V =
⋃m
i=1 Xi denotes the entity set and E is the relation set, T de-

notes the entity type set and R is the relation type set, A =
⋃m
i=1Ai ,

and |T | + |R | > 2. The network schema [39] for G, denoted as

TG = (T ,R), is a graph with nodes as entity types from T and edges

as relation types from R.

In this work, we have six types of entities (i.e., drug, vendor, text,

photo, writing style, photography style, |T | = 6) and five types of

relations (i.e., R1-R5, |R | = 5). Moreover, each entity with the type

of drug is attached with additional attributed feature vector (i.e.,
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<a> extracted in the above section). Based on the definitions, the

network schema of AHIN in our case is shown in Figure 3.(a).

The different types of entities and relations motivate us to use

a machine-readable representation to enrich the semantics of re-

latedness. To handle this, we propose to exploit the concept of

meta-path [40] to formulate the higher-order relations among enti-

ties in the constructed AHIN. Ameta-path [40] P is a path defined

on the network schema TG = (A,R), and is denoted in the form

of A1

R1

−−→ A2

R2

−−→ ...
RL
−−→ AL+1, which defines a composite relation

R = R1 · R2 · . . . · RL between types A1 and AL+1, where · denotes

relation composition operator, and L is the length of P. Based on

the above definition, we design different meta-paths (i.e., P1-P3)

as shown in Figure 3.(b) to formulate relatedness over entities of

interest (e.g., drugs in this work) in different views: (1) P1 denotes

two posted drugs are connected if they are sold by the same vendor;

(2) P2 describes two posted drugs are related if their text posts have

a specific writing style (e.g., separators between paragraphs); and

(3) P3 depicts two posted drugs are associated if their photos have

a specific photography style (e.g., with identical camera angle).

2.3 GAN-based Representation Learning

Based on the constructed AHIN, how to jointly consider the het-

erogeneity of network and relatedness over drugs formulated by

domain-specific meta-paths to learn robust node (i.e., drug) repre-

sentations for drug identification? To solve this problem, we first

introduce the concept of AHIN representation learning as follows.

Definition 2. AHIN representation learning [17, 20]. Given

an AHIN G = (V, E,A), the AHIN representation learning task is to

learn a function f : V → Rd that maps each node v ∈ V to a vector

in a d-dimensional space Rd , d ≪ |V| that are capable of preserving

both structural and semantic relations among them.

Due to the heterogeneous property of AHIN (i.e., network con-

sisting of multi-typed entities and relations), it is difficult to directly

apply conventional homogeneous network embedding techniques

(e.g., DeepWalk [33], LINE [41]) to learn the latent representations

for AHIN. To resolve this difficulty, recently developed HIN embed-

ding models such as metapath2vec [17] employed meta-path based

random walk and heterogeneous skip-gram to learn the latent rep-

resentations for HIN while preserving its semantics and structural

information. However, these existing network embedding models

(e.g.,metapath2vec) may not be robust - i.e., they fail to consider the

underlying distribution of nodes due to its random walk strategy,

and thus lack robustness for real-world AHINs that may be often

sparse and noisy. On the other hand, GAN-based frameworks have

demonstrated the success in learning robust latent representations

in various applications [21] - i.e., through the adversarial minmax

game, a discriminator and generator compete with each other to

train a better discriminative model while learning the underlying

data distribution which makes the model more robust to sparse or

noisy data [34]. Taking such advantage, in this paper, we propose

to devise a unified GAN-based framework aiming to learn robust

node (i.e., drug) representations in the AHIN for drug identification.

More specifically, in our devised model, guided by the designed

meta-paths, we first map the constructed AHIN to a style-aware

multi-view network consisting of a set of single-view attributed

graphs, which depict the relatedness over drugs in different ways

(i.e., ownership, writing style, photography style); and then we

design an adversarial learning model on the generated multi-view

network to learn the drug representations.

2.3.1 Style-aware multi-view network built from AHIN. A multi-

view network [36] is defined as G̃M = (Ṽ, {Ẽi }
M
i=1,A) consisting

of a node set Ṽ andM views, where Ẽi denotes the edges in view i ∈

{1, ...,M}. Based on the definition, we map the constructed AHIN

to a style-aware multi-view network consisting of multiple single-

view attributed graphs, each of which encodes the relatedness in

terms of a drug’s ownership or a specific writing/photography style

depicted by a domain-specific meta-path. Particularly, given an

AHIN G = (V, E,A) andM meta-paths, a style-aware multi-view

network withM single-view attributed graphs G̃i = (Ṽ, Ẽi ,A) is

built where the i-th view graph is generated based on meta-path Pi
(i = {1, ...,M}). These single-view attributed graphs depict different

kinds of interconnections among posted drugs, which can reflect

different views of drug representations. In our case, each node in

G̃i denotes a posted drug in a darknet market and an edge between

two nodes (i.e., drugs) denotes if the pair of drugs can be connected

via meta-path Pi (i.e., if two drugs posted by the same vendor or

with a similar writing/photography style).

2.3.2 Adversarial learning on multi-view network. Based on the

multi-view network, a robust node (i.e., drug) representation learn-

ing model should be able to characterize the latent distributions of

posted drugs’ writing and/or photography styles while satisfying

smoothness constraint (i.e., the learned embeddings of two posted

drugs that are with similar styles should be more closely related).

Figure 4: Our proposed GAN-based adversarial framework.

To achieve the above goal, as shown in Figure 4, we propose

an innovative GAN-based adversarial framework, consisting of a

generator and discriminator, to learn robust node (i.e., drug) repre-

sentations for cross-market drug identification: given any node v

in the built multi-view network, the generator G aims to incorpo-

rate style-aware information and the latent distribution to produce

synthetic node u; while the discriminator D competes against the

generator to assure smoothness constraint. During the training pro-

cess, generator and discriminator play an adversarial minimax game

and achieve mutual reinforcement. Accordingly, such adversarial

learning mechanism assures the robustness of learned embeddings.

We introduce our devised generator and discriminator below.

Generator. The objective of generator G in our designed frame-

work is to generate synthetic (i.e., fake) nodes (i.e., drugs) that
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have similar writing and/or photography styles with posted (i.e.,

real) drugs in darknet markets while jointly considering the latent

distribution of style-aware information to fool the discriminator.

Specifically, given a posted drug v ∈ Ṽ , and a style-aware rela-

tion ri encoded in a single view attributed graph G̃i ∈ G̃M , the

generator G aims to generate a synthetic node u that is likely to

have similar writing and/or photography style (depicted by ri ) with

v while integrating the latent distribution of overall style-aware

information in the graph. Thus, we design our generator G as:

G(v, ri ;Θ
G ) = MLP(h), h ∼ N(hGv

⊤
M
G
ri ,σ

2
I). (1)

To put this into perspective, we first draw a sample h from a Gauss-

ian distribution N(hGv
T
M
G
ri ,σ

2
I) with mean h

G
v
⊤
M
G
ri and covari-

ance σ 2I, where hGv ∈ Rd×1 denotes the d-dimensional embedding

of posted drug v and M
G
ri ∈ Rd×d denotes the transformation

matrix of style-aware relation ri in G; and then we feed h into a

multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to further enhance the expression

of the generated synthetic drug representation. Without loss of

generality, the objective function of generator G is given by:

min
G

V (G) = E(v,ri )∼p(GM )

[

log
(

1 − D(G(v, ri ;Θ
G ) | v, ri )

) ]

. (2)

Discriminator. The goal of discriminator D in our model is to

differentiate the generated synthetic nodes (i.e., drugs) from the

real posted drugs in darknet markets in terms of a specific style-

aware relation. Given a posted drug v ∈ Ṽ , a style-aware relation

ri , and a real or synthetic node u, the discriminator D aims at

estimating the probability of connectivity between v and u under

style-aware relation ri . Formally, we design our discriminator D as

a sigmoid function:

D(hu | v, ri ;Θ
D ) =

1

1 + exp(−hDv
⊤
MD
ri hu )

, (3)

where hDv ∈ Rd×1 denotes the d-dimensional embedding of posted

drug v and M
D
ri ∈ Rd×d denotes the transformation matrix of

relation ri inD. The discriminatorD aims to yield a high probability

when drug u is a real drug associated with drug v under relation

ri while generating low prediction score when u is a synthetic

node (i.e., drug) generated fromG . More specifically, there are three

different situations regarding the associations between a pair of

nodes (i.e., drugs), we accordingly define three types of objective

functions. If drugs v and u are related in the attributed graph in

terms of relation ri , then the cost function is defined as:

max
D

V1(D) = E(v,u,ri )∼p(GM )
logD(hDu | v, ri ). (4)

If drug v and u that are connected in GM but under the relation

r ′ , ri , then the objective function is written as:

max
D

V2(D) = E(v,u,r ′)∼p(GM ),r
′,ri

[

log
(

1 − D(hDu | v, r ′)
) ]

. (5)

For synthetic node generated by the generatorG w.r.t. the given v

and ri , the objective function can be formulated as:

max
D

V3(D) = E(v,ri )∼p(GM )

[

log
(

1 − D(G(v, ri ;Θ
G ) | v, ri )

) ]

. (6)

In the designed GAN-based model, the generator G and dis-

criminator D play the following minimax game with the above

defined objective functions: adjusting parameters for generator to

minimize V (G) while adjusting parameters for discriminator to

maximize V1(D), V2(D) and V3(D). Note that, we initialize the node

(i.e., drug) representations using their attributed feature vectors

extracted in Section 2.1 - i.e., we apply an embedding layer l (e.g.,

MLP) to map each attributed vector (i.e., <a>) to a d-dimensional

embedding.

The time complexity of updating the generator and discriminator

in each iteration isO(ns |Ṽd |2), wherens is the sample number, |Ṽ |

is the number of posted drugs and d is the embedding dimension.

Thus, the overall complexity per epoch is O((nG + nD )ns |Ṽ |d2) ≈

O(|Ṽ |), where nG and nD are the number of iterations for training

generator and discriminator per epoch, which are constants.

2.4 Classifier for Drug Identification

To this end, for a given pair of nodes (i.e., drugs) with their learned

representations derived from the above proposedGAN-basedmodel,

we further concatenate them as an input to train a deep neural

network (DNN) classifier with five fully connected layers and a

softmax layer for the identification task (i.e., determining a given

pair of posted drugs are the same or not).

3 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In this section, based on the large-scale data collected from six

darknet markets, we conduct four sets of experimental studies to

fully evaluate the performance of dSytle-GAN, which integrates our

proposed method, for cross-market drug identification.

3.1 Experimental Setup

3.1.1 Data Collection and Preparation. Wehave collected data from

six darknet markets - i.e., Silk Road 1, Silk Road 2, Silk Road 3, Agora,

AlphaBay and Empire Market. For Silk Road 3 and Empire Market,

we develop a set of crawling tools to scrape their snapshots (i.e., we

scrape the weekly snapshots from Silk Road 3 during late April till

mid May in 2019, and the snapshots from Empire once in late Nov.

in 2019), which contain all drug related product pages and their

corresponding vendors’ profile pages; for the other four markets,

we collect their public data dumps [5]. We briefly introduce each

darknet market and summarize our collected data below.

• Silk Road 1 (denoted as SR1) was established in February 2011

as the first darknet market [10]. Shortly after its shutdown in

2013, its product data were released for public access.

• Silk Road 2 (denoted as SR2) came online in December 2013

after the shutdown of SR1, which was growing quickly but was

taken down by authorities in November 2014 [47].

• Silk Road 3/3.1 (denoted as SR3) emerged in January 2015

shortly after the shutdown of SR2. It went offline in 2017 due to

loss of funds, but then turned to be active in darknet. It has been

upgraded to Silk Road 4 in April 2020.

• Agora was established in November 2013 and became one of

the largest marketplace for illicit goods trading in 2014 [15]. It’s

voluntarily closed in 2015.

• AlphaBaywas designed by łcardersž who also created Evolution

Market in December 2014. It became one of the leading markets

in darknet before its shutdown by law enforcement in July 2017.

• Empire Market (denoted as Empire) is an AlphaBay-style mar-

ket established around April 2018 and is currently one of the

largest active darknet markets.
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Though four of the markets have been shut down, the data

collected from these markets still provide us valuable information

to investigate dynamics of illicit drugs in darknet markets. Table 1

summarizes drug-related data that we obtain for each market.

Table 1: Summary of data collected from darknet markets.

Market Time Frame # of Drugs # of Vendors

SR1 07.03.2013 726 128

SR2 12.20.2013 - 11.06.2014 13,202 1,288

Agora 04.04.2014 - 07.03.2015 82,842 33,193

AlphaBay 12.22.2014 - 07.05.2015 14,288 1,441

SR3 04.27.2019 - 05.13.2019 5,745 371

Empire 11.22.2019- 11.24.2019 23,367 1,268

Total 140,170 37,689

Ground-truth. Due to the anonymity of illicit drug trades in dark-

net markets, it is difficult to access the ground-truth. We (including

3 groups, 6 annotators per group) have spent 32 days to manually

label the data on SR2 and Agora. We initially link 2,863 posted

drugs in SR2 and 7,114 posted drugs in Agora via 312 PGP keys

that both appear in these two markets, based on which we further

annotate if the posted drug pairs are the same or not by comparing

drug information (e.g., category, mass, price, shipping methods),

vendor profiles, product descriptions and posted photos. Only those

with mutual agreement are retained (i.e., the ones with conflicted

labels by different groups will be excluded). Based on these criteria,

1,961 pairs are finally labeled as positive (i.e., each pair of posts

relate to the same drug). Accordingly, we perform random selec-

tion to obtain 1,961 negative pairs (i.e., each pair of posts relate to

different drugs). Note that, we first evaluate the performance of our

developed dSytle-GAN by comparisons with baselines under such

pseudo-setting; and then we will further validate its effectiveness

for drug identification in the wild (e.g., identification of drug pairs

among different vendors). After feature extraction, the built AHIN

based on the designed network schema (shown in Figure 3) has

24,982 nodes and 572,236 edges including relations of R1-R5.

Table 2: Indices for performance evaluation.

Index Description

TP # of pairs correctly classified as same drugs

TN # of pairs correctly classified as different drugs

FP # of pairs mistakenly classified as same drugs

FN # of pairs mistakenly classified as different drugs

Precision TP/(TP + FP)

Recall TP/(TP + FN )

ACC (TP +TN )/(TP +TN + FP + FN )

F1 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall/(Precision + Recall)

3.1.2 Environmental and Parameter settings. The experiments are

conducted on a server with Intel i9-9900k CPU, GeForce GTX 2080

Ti Graphics Cards and 64 GB of RAM. We use Adaptive Moment

Estimation (Adam) [27] to optimize our model with a learning rate

of 0.0001. For each iteration, we use a batch size of 32 and set the

sample number ns = 16. We run nG = 5 iterations of generator

training and nD = 15 iterations of discriminator training in each

epoch. The embedding dimensions are set to be 150 for all methods.

3.1.3 Evaluation metrics. Based on the ground-truth and using 10-

fold cross validation, we use the metrics in Table 2 to quantitatively

assess effectiveness of different methods for drug identification.

3.2 Comparisons of Different Features

In this set of experiments, we comprehensively evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of different features described in Section 2.1 for drug

identification in darknet markets.

• Text-based features: This type of features only consider a

posted drug’s text information, including (1) text content fea-

ture (denoted as f-1): features are extracted based on the content

of text-based information, which will be converted to a 100-

dimensional feature vector; (2) writing style feature (denoted

as f-2): features are extracted based on lexical, syntactic, and

structure styles; (3) f-3: the concatenation of f-1 and f-2.

• Photo-based features: This type of features only consider a

posted drug’s photo information, including (1) photo content

feature (denoted as f-4): photo represented by a converted 100-

dimensional feature vector based on VGG-19 model; (2) photog-

raphy style feature (denoted as f-5): both low-level and high-level

photography styles are extracted from the posted photo; (3) f-6:

the concatenation of f-4 and f-5.

• Augment features: This is the concatenation of text-based fea-

tures f-3 and photo-based features f-6, denoted as f-7.

Table 3: Comparisons of different features.

Method Feature ACC F1 Recall Precision

f-1 0.8164 0.7919 0.6986 0.9139

Text-based f-2 0.8026 0.7734 0.6738 0.9076

f-3 0.8247 0.7983 0.6940 0.9396

f-4 0.7343 0.6563 0.5074 0.9290

Photo-based f-5 0.7133 0.6208 0.4694 0.9164

f-6 0.7380 0.6604 0.5096 0.9381

Augment f-7 0.8440 0.8354 0.7720 0.9039

dStyle-GAN 0.8930 0.8844 0.8190 0.9615

Based on the above features, we use the DNN classifier described

in Section 2.4 to evaluate their performances by comparison with

our developed dStyle-GAN in drug identification. The experimental

results are shown in Table 3. From the results, we can see that:

(1) the posted drugs in darknet markets represented by content-

based features (i.e., f-1 and f-4) outperform their corresponding

content-free features (i.e., f-2 and f-5); (2) the integration of writing

or photography styles helps the performance for drug identification

(i.e., f-3 outperforms f-1 and f-6 outperforms f-4 respectively); (3)

text-based feature (f-3) in general performs better than photo-based

feature (f6), which may be because some posted drugs do not have

photos and most posted drugs have detailed text description; (4)

with comparable precision, the integration of all features (f-7 ) out-

performs the other six features (f-1 to f-6) in terms of accuracy, F1

and recall for drug identification (i.e., the augment features can

help identify more pairs of posts that relate to same drugs); (5) com-

pared with the concatenation of all features(i.e., f-7 ), our developed

system dStyle-GAN achieves significant performance improvement
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Table 4: Comparisons with different node representation learning models for drug identification.

Index Model 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

ACC

DeepWalk 0.6539 0.7208 0.7240 0.7691 0.7795 0.8031 0.8031 0.8189 0.8265

LINE 0.6692 0.7340 0.7267 0.7764 0.7852 0.8097 0.8197 0.8259 0.8362

metapath2vec 0.6725 0.7408 0.7430 0.7885 0.8046 0.8188 0.8322 0.8339 0.8533

Hin2Vec 0.6656 0.7368 0.7392 0.7816 0.7980 0.8133 0.8271 0.8275 0.8473

GraphGAN 0.6615 0.7315 0.7342 0.7760 0.7912 0.8075 0.8210 0.8225 0.8409

HeGAN 0.6753 0.7511 0.7608 0.7993 0.8242 0.8335 0.8401 0.8415 0.8581

dStyle-GAN 0.7130 0.7811 0.7990 0.8410 0.8560 0.8590 0.8670 0.8760 0.8930

F1

DeepWalk 0.6326 0.6972 0.7095 0.7554 0.7614 0.7901 0.7817 0.8069 0.8081

LINE 0.6333 0.7083 0.7080 0.7570 0.7715 0.7932 0.8061 0.8112 0.8246

metapath2vec 0.6401 0.7231 0.7237 0.7650 0.7834 0.8076 0.8226 0.8175 0.8374

Hin2Vec 0.6397 0.7212 0.7177 0.7636 0.7780 0.7948 0.8079 0.8145 0.8369

GraphGAN 0.6280 0.7125 0.7202 0.7622 0.7783 0.7889 0.8116 0.8124 0.8259

HeGAN 0.6546 0.7363 0.7428 0.7869 0.8081 0.8221 0.8269 0.8314 0.8481

dStyle-GAN 0.6874 0.7568 0.7853 0.8245 0.8418 0.8464 0.8600 0.8675 0.8854

for drug identification. The system still has false positives and false

negatives (e.g., due to missing photos or posted texts with limited

information for drug description), however, the comparison results

have demonstrated the superiority of the developed dStyle-GAN

for drug identification in darknet markets.

3.3 Comparisons with Different Models for
Drug Representation Learning

In this set of experiments, based on the constructed AHIN, we

evaluate our proposed GAN-based representation learning model

over AHIN by comparing with other state-of-the-art embedding

models for drug identification. The baseline methods include:

• DeepWalk [33] learns node vectors by capturing node pairs

within w-hop neighborhood via uniform random walks in ho-

mogeneous network.

• LINE [41] preserves the first-order and second-order proximities

between nodes for homogeneous network embedding.

• metapath2vec [17] is proposed for heterogeneous network

which embeds the semantic information of a single meta-path.

• Hin2Vec [20] learns node embedding to capture rich relation

semantics in heterogeneous network via a neural network model.

• GraphGAN [46] unifies generative and discriminative learning

of GAN to learn node embeddings in homogeneous graph.

• HeGAN [25] applies the adversarial learning model to hetero-

geneous graph for node representation learning.

For homogeneous network embedding models (i.e., DeepWalk,

LINE, GraphGAN), we ignore the heterogeneous property and di-

rectly feed the constructed AHIN for node representation learning;

while for metapath2vec, we concatenate all the embeddings gener-

ated by different meta-paths to obtain node representations. Since

all baselines are incapable of dealing with the attributes attached to

the nodes (i.e., drugs), we concatenate the attributed feature vector

with the learned embedding for each drug which is fed the DNN

classifier described in Section 2.4 for drug identification. To facili-

tate the comparisons, we follow the same experimental procedure

in [17] to perform the studies: a portion of training data (ranging

from 10% to 90%) is randomly selected for training while the remain-

ing ones are used for testing. The experimental results are shown in

Table 4, from which we can see that: (1) HIN embedding methods

(i.e., metapath2vec, Hin2Vec, HeGAN) yield better performances

than homogeneous network embedding models (i.e., DeepWalk,

LINE, GraphGAN), which implies that HIN embedding methods

are able to preserve rich semantic information of the data and thus

learn better node representations; (2) exploring adversarial learning

mechanism for network representation learning indeed improves

the quality of learned node representations (i.e., GraphGAN vs.

DeepWalk/LINE, HeGAN vs. metapath2vec/Hin2Vec); (3) our pro-

posed GAN-based model over AHIN integrated in the developed

dSytle-GAN consistently outperforms all baseline embedding mod-

els in terms of both accuracy (i.e., ACC) and F1, whose success lies

in it jointly considers the heterogeneity of network and relatedness

over drugs formulated by domain-specific meta-paths to devise a

principled GAN-based node representation learning framework for

drug identification.

3.4 Comparisons with Competing Approaches

In this set of experiments, we compare dSytle-GAN with several

competing approaches, including traditional machine learning-

based methods and an existing AHIN-based system.

Table 5: Comparisons with competing approaches.

Feature Model ACC F1 Recall Precision

DT 0.8354 0.8322 0.7604 0.8867

Augment SVM 0.8366 0.8323 0.7645 0.8983

DNN 0.8440 0.8354 0.7720 0.9039

uStyle-uID 0.8610 0.8512 0.7950 0.9159

dStyle-GAN 0.8930 0.8844 0.8190 0.9615

For traditional machine learning-based methods, using the aug-

ment features (i.e.,f-7 ) as the inputs, we consider typical classifi-

cation models of Decision Tree (DT) and Support Vector Machine
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(SVM) and compare them with the DNN classifier described in Sec-

tion 2.4. We also compare our system dStyle-GAN with the existing

system uStyle-uID [51]. In uStyle-uID, we redefine the entities and

relations for AHIN and rebuilt meta-paths in uStyle-uID to learn

node embeddings for drug identification. The experimental results

are shown in Table 5, from which we observe that: (1) uStyle-uID

with additional knowledge represented by AHIN performs better

than traditional methods (i.e., DT, SVM and DNN based on augment

features). Such finding shows that meta-path based approach over

AHIN can more effectively exploit higher-level semantic connec-

tions among drugs. (2) Our developed system dSytle-GAN signifi-

cantly outperforms other competing approaches in drug identifica-

tion, which reveals that our model could learn more robust semantic

node (i.e, drug) representations through GAN-based adversarial

framework over AHIN.

3.5 Parameter Sensitivity and Scalability

In this set of experiments, we first perform a series of parameter

sensitivity analysis to investigate how different parameter choices

will affect the performance of dSytle-GAN. Figure 5.(a) shows the

performances in terms of different embedding dimensions, from

which we can observe that: increasing dimension d initially boosts

the performance since a larger d can encode more information,

while the performance tends to be stable when d = 150. Then, we

vary the variance of Gaussian distribution σ 2 in dSytle-GAN from

0.001 to 10 to see their influences on the performance. From Figure

5.(b), we can see that our model achieves the optimal performance

when σ 2 = 1.0 and is steady around the value. We further set

different numbers of iterations in each epoch for the training of

generators and discriminators from 1 to 20 and plot their perfor-

mances in Figure 5.(c). We notice that dStyle-GAN gains the optimal

performance near nG = 10 and nD = 20. Overall, our proposed

system dStyle-GAN is not strictly sensitive to the parameters and

is able to reach high performance under a cost-effective parameter

choice. Then, we further evaluate the scalability of dSytle-GAN.

Figure 5.(d) shows the running time of dSytle-GAN with different

sizes of the datasets, which illustrates that the running time is qua-

dratic to the number of samples (i.e., nodes in the AHIN). From the

results and analysis above, we conclude that dSytle-GAN is efficient

and scalable for large-scale network representation learning.

4 DEEP INVESTIGATION BASED ON
IDENTIFIED DRUG PAIRS IN THE WILD

To better understand and gain deeper insights into the ecosystem

of illicit drug trafficking in darknet markets, we further apply our

developed system dStyle-GAN for automatic drug identification

across different markets in the wild and perform further analysis.

4.1 Dynamics and Evolution of Illicit Drugs

To understand the dynamics and evolution of illicit drugs traded

in darknet markets, besides our obtained ground-truth, we further

apply our developed system dStyle-GAN for automatic drug iden-

tification across different markets in the wild. To characterize the

patterns how drugs are transferred from one market to the other,

we define two types of drug transfers below:

Figure 5: Evaluation of parameter sensitivity and scalability.

• Vertical Transfer: Drugs in a shutdown market are transferred

to other markets that appears at a later time. For instance, some

posted drugs in SR1 were transferred to SR2 after its shutdown.

• Horizontal Transfer: Drugs in a market are also advertised in

other competitive markets that are active at the same time.

For cross-market drug identification task, based on our collected

data summarized in Table 1, we initially generate drug pairs across

two markets based on drug attribute information (i.e., pairs with

identical drug category and mass attributes) and then exploit dStyle-

GAN for drug identification (i.e., if a given pair of drugs are the same

or not) across two markets. In Table 6, we report the identification

results by dStyle-GAN.

Table 6: Drug identification across different markets.

Cross-market # of # of Transfer

Drug Pairs Vendors Type

SR1 → SR2 85 23 Vertical

SR1 → Aдora 62 30 Vertical

SR2 → AlphaBay 530 54 Vertical

SR2 → Aдora 4,646 391 Horizontal

Aдora → AlphaBay 3,851 261 Horizontal

SR3 → Empire 246 24 Horizontal

Total 9,420 783

Based on the results shown in Table 6, we perform further anal-

ysis and have following key findings:

• There may not have data backups of posted drugs in SR1.

It has been found that, shortly after its shutdown, 85 posted

drugs and 62 posted drugs in SR1 were transferred to SR2 and

Agora respectively. Based on the limited number of transfer

drugs (85/62 pairs) and vendors (23/30 vendors), we conclude

that there may not have posted drug backups in SR1.

• Agora could be one of the biggest competitors of SR2. As

time went by, darknet markets were booming again since 2014.

Based on our data collection shown in Table 1, we can see that
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the size of SR2 (13,202 posted drugs) was over 15 times bigger

than that of SR1 (726 posted drugs). Meantime, the drug traffick-

ing activities became unprecedentedly active among multiple

darknet markets (SR2, Agora, and AlphaBay). As both Agora

and SR2 were active at the same time, we consider the identified

drug pairs across these two markets as horizontal transfer. As

shown in Figure 6, there were 4,646 drugs that appeared in both

SR2 and Agora from 2014 to 2015. After further analysis, among

all these identified drug pairs, 1,978 drugs posted by 166 vendors

were transferred from SR2 to Agora after its closure; this may

imply that some vendors on SR2 chose Agora to continue drug

trafficking activities. The above analysis suggests that Agora

could be one of the biggest competing markets of SR2.

• The illicit drug trafficking activities in darknet markets

were unprecedentedly active during 2014-2015. As shown

in Figure 6, AlphaBay appeared shortly after SR2 was shutdown

by law enforcement. Based on the drug identification results by

dStyle-GAN, there were 530 drugs posted by 54 vendors trans-

ferred from SR2 to AlphaBay (i.e., vertical transfer). In 2015,

AlphaBay became a major competitor of Agora and 3,851 drugs

appeared in both Agora and AlphaBay. More recently, the activi-

ties of drug transfer from SR3 to Empire are noticeably lower;

the reason behind this may be SR3 had become inactive due

to the persistent effort by law enforcement in 2019. In sum, the

discovered transfer patterns based on identified drug pairs across

markets reveal that illicit drug trafficking activities in darknet

markets were unprecedentedly active during the heyday period

of 2014-2015. We also note that, due to considerable profits, activ-

ities of illicit drug trafficking in darknet markets are nimble and

resilient (e.g., following the shutdown of Dream Market in May

2019, a dozen more have emerged and remained active such as

Dark Market [2], BitBazaar Market [1], Monopoly Market [4]).

Figure 6: Dynamics and evolution of illicit drug trafficking.

4.2 Case Studies of Identified Drug Pairs

To gain deeper insight into the operations of illicit drug trades,

we further analyze the transfer activities based on the identified

drug pairs by dStyle-GAN. Figure 7 illustrates that a posted drug

is changed in some way when transferred from one market to

another, which we call łaltered presentationž. More specifically, it

can be seen from Figure 7 that the writing and photography styles

of identified drug pairs are identical although the text and photo

information have changed to some degree (e.g., from łbrand newž

to łnew productž). Many of the vertical and horizontal transfer

activities possess such altered presentation characteristics. Among

popular drug presentations, those most likely to change include

price, shipping methods, text description, and photos. Based on

the identified drug pairs across different markets, we attempt to

provide some plausible explanations for alter presentation below.

Figure 7: Examples of identified drug pairs by dStyle-GAN.

• Presentation gets altered due to lack of data backups. As

illustrated in Figure 7.(a) and (b), when there is no backup of

posted drugs (e.g., in SR1), re-posting those drugs on a new

market may involve the effort from scratch. Vendors might not

be able to reproduce the posted information exactly but their

writing and photography styles would remain invariant. This

line of reasoning strongly justifies the rationale behind our style-

based approach in this work.

• Altered presentation is for the promotion of illicit drugs.

After inspecting the drug pairs identified by dStyle-GAN, we find

that the underlying reasons of altered presentation include price
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or shipping information changes, enhancement of text descrip-

tions and posted photos for product promotion (as illustrated in

Figure 7.(c) and (d)). With further analysis, we also observe that

the shipping origins of about 95% of identified drug pairs stayed

same across different markets; while the shipping to information

of over 40% of identified drug pairs were altered to some degree.

As the amount of identified drug pairs with altered shipping

origin is relatively low (5%), we conclude that the supply chain of

drugs was relatively steady. In view of such apparent discrepancy

between shipping origins and sales regions, we further conclude

that the most effective countermeasures against drug markets in

darknet is to cut down the sources of illicit drug supplies.

Since drug traffickers in darknet markets have to prove the pos-

session of illicit drugs, their distinct photography styles might

be revealed by the posted photos even with altered presentation.

For example, as shown in Figure 7.(e) and (f), both posted photos

of heroin are with the distinct photography style to demonstrate

that the drugs are owned by vendor łRa**ež; in this way, loyal

customers can recognize him easily. In other words, the unique

styles can be interpreted as an implicit strategy of advertisement

because the key objective of drug trafficking is to profit. Such

finding again implies that style-based information could provide

a reliable clue for cross-market drug identification.

• Some vendors alter presentation due to scams or disputes.

We have also found that some of the identified drug pairs by

dStyle-GAN were posted by different vendors across markets.

For example, as illustrated in Figure 7.(g) and (h), the Ice Meth

Shard was posted by łOz**hž in SR1 and łgo**kž in SR2; as shown

in Figure 7.(i) and (j), the MDMA was posted by łCh**tž in SR2

and łco**sž in Agora. For the latter example, we can see that the

one posted by łco**sž in Agora might be scam, as it’s stated in

the original post by łCh**tž that łCheckpoint is our brand and

we only sell them on SR2. Any products with checkpoint photos in

other markets must be counterfeitž. Through the identified drug

pairs, it has also been found that some vendors had disputes with

customers (as shown in Figure 8), which might force the transfer

to a newmarket. In the such situation, altered presentationwould

represent a minimum-effort solution.

Figure 8: An example dispute.

5 RELATED WORK

To combat illicit drug trafficking in darknet makrets, there have

been many research efforts on darknet market data analysis: for

examples, [6, 11, 15, 28, 42, 47, 51] focus on drug trafficker identifi-

cation and trafficking network investigation; while [7ś10, 12, 14, 16,

44] explore statistical methodologies to analyze illicit drugs traded

in the markets. Since the identification and analysis of illicit drugs

can not only provide valuable insights to profile drug traffickers

but also enable the deep understanding of dynamics and evolution

of drug trafficking activities, in this work, we focus on the illicit

drug identification and investigation. To perform the analysis of

large-scale posted illicit drugs while tackling the challenge of evolv-

ing dynamics in darkent markets (i.e., drugs traded cross-market

with altered presentation), in this work, we propose a principled

GAN-based framework leveraging both writing and photography

styles for drug identification in darknet markets.

In order to depict drugs, vendors, posted texts and writing styles,

photos and photography styles, and the rich relations among them,

it is important to model them properly in order to facilitate the task

of drug identification. To solve this problem, we present a powerful

AHIN [30] model for abstract representation [18, 19, 23, 24, 48, 49,

52]. Based on the constructed AHIN, various network embedding

methods (e.g., metapath2vec [17], HIN2Vec [20]) have been pro-

posed to solve the node representation learning problem; to learn

more robust node representations over graph, GAN-based models

(e.g., GraphGAN [46], HeGAN [25]) have been further exploited.

Different from the existing works, to learn node (i.e., drug) repre-

sentations for drug identification in darknet markets, we jointly

consider the heterogeneity of network and relatedness over drugs

formulated by domain-specific meta-paths to devise a principled

GAN-based model for robust node representation learning at the

first attempt.

6 CONCLUSION

In the fight against illicit drug trafficking in darknet markets, in

this paper, we have designed and developed an intelligent system

called dSytle-GAN to automate the analysis for drug identification.

In dStyle-GAN, based on the large-scale data collected from darkent

markets, we first present an AHIN to depict drugs, vendors, texts

and writing styles, photos and photography styles, and the rich rela-

tions among them; and then we propose a novel GAN-based model

to jointly consider the heterogeneity of network and relatedness

over drugs formulated by domain-specific meta-paths to learn ro-

bust node (i.e., drug) representations for their identifications. To the

best of our knowledge, the proposed dStyle-GAN represents the first

principled GAN-based solution over graphs to simultaneously consider

writing and photography styles as well as their latent distributions for

node representation learning. Promising experimental results on the

large-scale data collected from six darknet markets demonstrate

that dStyle-GAN which integrates our proposed method outper-

forms the state-of-the-art approaches. Based on the identified drug

pairs in the wild by dStyle-GAN, we perform further analysis to

gain deep insights into the dynamics and evolution of illicit drug

trading activities in darknet markets, whose findings may facilitate

law enforcement for proactive interventions.
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